
IV. The !{atermil} at Hornby

by Ann Marsden

W. Yatets map of Lancashire, dated 1786 shows a turny
waterwheel marked in Hornby, just behind the present day
Royal Oak. The site j-s now partially covered by three
barns, reached by a short cart track, which turns sharp
left just beyond the barns, crosses a field bridge and
terminates in a field.
On closer inspection the field bridge proved to be solidly
constructed, and one of its archesr although partially
buried, was rounded in the manner of a road bridge. This
was the arch nearest to the barns, and on crawling inside
the bridge I could see a stone channel, with drystone walls
stretching out through this arch in the direction of the
barns. This, too, was almost completely buried.
The bridge appeared to have bedn widened at some time,
there being a straight joint and distinct changes in the
stonework of the interior. The other arch was visible
from the inside, but thls had been covered by cruder
stonework on the exterior, including the partial blocking
of the arched entrance by a broken stone sIab.

Documentary evidence indicates that this was Mi11 Dam Bridge,
which once connected the mil1 by a road which ran behind
the houses which stretch along the high street. Traces
of this road can still be seen.

The stone channel can probably be interpreted as the
whell pit of the mill, which means that the mi1I itself
probably stood in the position now occupied by the barn
nearest to the bridge. This is borne out by evidence
lnside the barn. Parallel to its wal1 there is a short
row of regularly shaped stones which look like the remains
of an early stone wall. Part of the fJ.oor of the barn is
also covered by a scatter of stone and slate. Howeverr of,
the O,/S map of 1913 (scale 25n to I mile) a building is
marked on this positS.on although only in broken lines,
probably indicating dereliction. Could the mill buildings
have been turned to some other use?

Documentary evidence provJ-des a tentative date for the
millrs abandonment. The last reference to it occurs in
the disputed will of J. Marsden who died in 1826. The
tiHornby Will Causert was probably the mi11's downfall, as
a comment in the 1841 Census indicates, trHornby Castle
affairs have been in an unsettled way these last 10 yearsfr.
The population of the village had decreased by 91 since
1831; presumably the miller was one of these, he is not
mentioned in the census.
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